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The Stalwart Ultimate Comfort Interlocking EVA Foam Floor Mats will help reduce fatigue and protect your floors thanks to a full .375 inch of
thickness. These Floor Mats are perfect for exercise areas, workshops or kids play areas. Give yourself shock-absorbing comfort when doing
Yoga, Pilates, Cross Fit or weight lifting!  Protect your little ones when they play, by assembling the mats into a virtual carpet to cover the play
area floor! Can also be used in any room you might be standing for long periods like your kitchen or bathroom. These mats are NON-TOXIC,
easy to assemble and wipe clean with soap and water. They offer water resistance and a non-slip surface. IMPORTANT:  Avoid buying
counterfeit products and transacting with unauthorized sellers.  Look for our logo on the packaging for every one of our products. Stalwart is
committed to providing the consumer with the absolute best price and value on our entire line our products, which we ensure by applying a
rigorous Quality Control process. Stalwart is a registered trademark protected by U.S. Trademark law and will be vigorously defended. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
37,90 €

Discount -9,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerStalwart 

Description SAFE, SOFT AND DURABLE – Non-Toxic, tested FREE of Lead, BPA's and Phthalates foam tiles by Stalwart are used to protect
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your floor and create a comfortable space with exceptional support and cushion. Great for also protecting your little ones while they play, by
simply assembling the mats into a virtual carpet to cover the play area floor! MULTIPURPOSE – Non-skid textured foam padding can be used
anywhere that needs extra cushioning. These quality floor mats are perfect for exercise areas, workshops or playrooms. Give yourself shock-
absorbing comfort when doing Yoga, Pilates, Cross Fit or weight lifting! Also, used in any room you might be standing for long periods like your
kitchen or bathroom, and can be used while camping, to create soft flooring in your tent. NO HASSLE ASSEMBLY – Foam tiles connect quickly
and easily, and can be disassembled just as simply for quick storage. Thanks to the puzzle piece edge design, when interlocked the mats stay
firmly in place. Also, can be cleaned effortlessly with just a damp cloth and mild soap.PRODUCT DETAILS – Tile Dimensions: 24 x 24 x 0.375
inches thick, 16 square feet of coverage, Pack includes: 4 tiles and 2 straight edge pieces, Choice of Color: Blue or BlackSATISFACTION
GUARANTEED – Stalwart is committed to providing consumers with the absolute best price and value on our entire line of products. NOTE:
This is an exclusive product of Stalwart and ONLY Foam Mat Floor Tiles by Stalwart are GUARANTEED to be genuine. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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